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STALLION - PERGOLA WITH RETRACTABLE ROOF  

for Anton Müller 

 

 
 

The name is STALLION. A high-tech, multifunctional pergola with a retractable roof system. It is 

indeed a product which fulfills the design brief to the utmost. As its name suggests, is a strong, 

beautiful, reliable and durable work of art. Its unbroken design blends flawlessly with the beauty of 

nature. 

 

 
 

Alfresco Living: Perhaps one of the greatest joys in life is time spent in the great outdoors. The retractable 
roof rail system on Stallion allows you to enjoy the romance of the starry night, or relax under a sunny summer 
sky. 
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Integrated Vertical Blind: It is a full cassette system into which the blind is completely rolled and enclosed 

and is protected from dust and dirt. It is integrated into the front beam of Stallion, A specially integrated 

channel within the front pillars holds the vertical blind securely in place as it goes up and down, without the 

need of extra wires or other installation details. 

 

 
 

Customization: All Stallion profiles are composed of different pieces which are click-assembled, and are 
available in a range of various styles and colors. This means that Stallion can fit to any façade on any building 
and enable each customer to customize their product to their exact specific preference. 

 

 
 

Depending on different constructional circumstances, 
the front pillar may be moved away from the top rail 
profile. This enables flexible combinations of 
constructions for Stallion, ensuring perfect fit to 
each individual project. 
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ACCESSORIES: 
 
- Modular Ceiling Lights 
- Modular Sound-Heating-Lighting Collection 
- Tabletop Control Unit 
 

  
 
Mobile Solutions: The Anton Müller App is available at Apples App Store and enables the full control of Stallion and all its 
accessories: Close the vertical blind, close the retractable roof, turn on the lights and access music from an iTunes playlist etc. 
 
Gutter System: The entire drainage system is integrated within the front beam and pillars and provides hidden, reliable 
disposal of rainwater in a controlled way. The evacuation detail at the base of the front pillars is compatible with standard 
pipes and hoses so that the water can be disposed wherever necessary.  
 

 
 

 

 
Front Beam System: The Gutter and Front Vertical Blind Systems are fully integrated into the Front Beam Profile Systems. 
Their assembly and functional details cannot be seen from the outside thereby resulting in a seamless style of the product. 
The Angle Adapter at the gutter profile ensures a secure and leak-proof contact between the retractable roof and gutter 
system, regardless of the roof-angle of the specific project. 
 

  
 
 
Glass Systems: Stallion offers various constructional options by virtue of its ingenious joint systems. One of which is the glass 
system details which are fully integrated into the profile system of the pergola.  This feature enables Stallion to be easily 
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enclosed with various glass systems. The glass system options are Sliding Glass and Folding Glass Systems.  
 

 
Continuing the Stallions seamless theme, the glass slips perfectly into place and there is no need to add any extra installation 
details to the outside of this flawless product. The top triangle section of the side elevation can also be enclosed with a 
frameless section of glass which completes the Anton Müller experience by providing full protecting from rain, wind and 
snow. 
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